Introduction
An overview of literature on intertextuality shows that trying to describe intertextuality is a complex issue, 1 for example:
• Text does not only refer to written texts, or works of literature, but also to other signifying structures such as nature and natural phenomena, movies, music, paintings, people, cultural artefacts and social codes.
• There is no so-called mainstream definition of intertextuality.
• Intertextuality entails more than when one text verbally quotes another text. It also covers allusions to other texts, works of visual art, underlying ideologies, theologies and mythologies.
• Readers do not always have knowledge of texts alluded to in the texts they read.
It seems that intertextuality was, and sometimes still is, used in biblical criticism as a synonym for tradition criticism and form criticism (Phillips n.d.:2−3; Van Aarde 2009:1). However, literary theorist, Jonathan Culler ([1981] 2001:103), makes biblical scholars aware that the study of intertextuality is not equivalent to an investigation of sources and influences, as has traditionally been understood. The focus is rather to force scholars to explore the comprehensive social, political, religious and cultural environment in which texts are generated.
In secondary literature on the book of Judith 2 , commentators portray a large number of intertextual links between Judith and other biblical and extra-biblical literature. However, none of these texts explore the theme that we pursue in this article, namely the way in which intertextual allusions in Judith 16 reinforce an already existing ideology of war, and of YHWH as God of war, in Second Temple Judaism. This investigation consists of six parts. Part one provides an overview of secondary literature on Judith. Part two represents a concise reflection on the theories of Mikhail Bakhtin ([1981 Bakhtin ([ ]1987 Bakhtin ([ , 1984 and Julia Kristeva (1980) , as well as a short description on the concept of ideology, whilst part three consists of a brief description of ideology and ideological criticism as it pertains to the study in this article. Different intertextual allusions as presented in Judith 16 will be investigated in part four and an indication of how these allusions are used to maintain an ideology of war will be provided in part five. The final part will offer a summary of the findings of this investigation.
Overview of secondary literature
The following summary gives an indication of some of the intertextual links commentators find in the book of Judith.
Toni Craven (1983) makes a valuable contribution with regard to available studies on Judith. Her approach and method falls in the category of literary and rhetorical criticism, with a particular focus on what she calls 'compositional analysis' (Craven 1983:21) . We find various references to possible intertextual allusions in her discussion of the sixteenth chapter of Judith, but her method prevents her from discussing a possible ideological framework. This methodological hindering can be illustrated by two references in Craven's book. The first is found in her discussion of Judith 16, where she gives a very short description about the similarities in terms of function, form and content between Judith 16 and Exodus 15 (Craven 1983:111−112 ). This portrayal is in line with Craven's methodology, with no attempt to investigate the way in which Exodus 15 is utilised in Judith to maintain the view that YHWH takes Israel's side in the war against the Assyrians.
In the last chapter of her book, Craven (1983:114−116) discusses the theme of 'convention versus tradition'. In this section, Craven (1983:114) places Judith in the broader framework of the traditional belief that God is 'the creator/ redeemer God known in history' and links it to what is said about God in Psalm 149:6−7/7−8 (depending on which English translation one uses). The translation used in Craven (1983:114) is as follows: 'Let the high praises of God be in their throats, and two-edged swords in their hands, to wreak vengeance on the nations and chastisements on the peoples'. Craven (1983:114) states that this idea about God was known to the Jewish people and that the book of Judith is meant to 'insure and preserve the continuance of authentic Yahweh worship'. In other words, YHWH is associated here with war and as a God who helps his people to take revenge on their enemies. The underlying ideology is that war in YHWH's name is acceptable. Unfortunately, Craven does not develop the possibilities which she herself opened up with her reference to Psalm 149.
Various scholars (DeSilva 2002:95−96; Dombkowski Hopkins [1992 ]1998 Esler 2001:75−76; Harrington 1999:29; Jordaan & Kanonge 2006:75; Nickelsburg 2005:100; Steyn 2008:157; Van Henten 1994:33; White 1992:5−16 ) also argue in favour of similarities between Judith and other narratives in the Old Testament where female characters take central position, such as the stories about Miriam (Ex 15:20−21), Deborah and Jael (Jdg 4−5), the woman of Thebez (Jdg 9:53−54), as well as the woman of Abel-beth-maacah (2 Sm 20:14−22). Our attention is therefore focused on a number of similar intertextual connections. Firstly, the connection between Achior in Judith 5−6 and Abraham in Genesis 15 (DeSilva 2002:96; Roitman 1992:39−40) . Secondly, Judith's (9:2−4) use of the episode of Simeon and Levi's vengeance upon Shechem in Genesis 34 to justify her murder of Holofernes (DeSilva 2002:96; Dombkowski Hopkins 1998:283) . Thirdly, the incidents at Massah and Meriba related in Exodus 17 and Numbers 20 as a meaningful layer of intertexture for reading Judith 7:19−32, in which the episode of the shortage of water in Bethulia is narrated (Van Henten 1995:233−236) . Lastly, a connection between Moses' striking of the rock at Meriba (Ex 17:6) and Judith's beheading of Holofernes (Jdt 13:4−8) (Van Henten 1995:236) .
Other intertextual connections are also relevant in this regard, such as those proposed by Jan Willem van Henten (1994:37−46) , who finds close links between Judith 7−13 and Exodus 17, Numbers 20 and Deuteronomy 33 and also shows how Judith (8:12) used the stories of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob to motivate the elders in Bethulia not to put God to the test (Van Henten 1994:40, 41) . Philip Esler (2001:64−101) investigates Judith from a cultural anthropological framework, specifically against the background of the so-called pattern of challenge and response as part of the social dynamic of ancient Mediterranean cultures (see Malina 2001:33−43 Hopkins (1998:279−285) argues in favour of intertextual themes between Judith and 'Woman Wisdom' (Pr 1:8, (20) (21) 23; 3:12; 5:1; 8:6, 32, (34) (35) 9:8) . Jennifer Glancy (1996:84−86) highlights the irony of the deferred liberation of Judith's female slave by referring to passages in Deuteronomy and Jeremiah as intertextual links. On the one hand, Judith tells Holofernes that Israel will be defeated when they do not obey God (Jdt 11:12−13). But on the other hand she does not act according to the law which states that Israelites must release their Hebrew slaves in the seventh year (Dt 15:12 
Theories of intertextuality

Mikhail Bakhtin
The concept of 'intertextuality' was first developed by the Bulgarian born psychoanalyst, linguist, philosopher and sociologist, Julia Kristeva. Kristeva utilises and develops the concept of 'dialogism', which was introduced by Russian literary theorist, Mikhail Bakhtin 3 , as her point of departure.
For the purpose of this article we are interested in Bakhtin's distinction between dialogic and monologic notions of truth (Newsom 2000:24) . Monologic truth is conceived of as propositional statements which can be organised into a unified system, for example, systematic theology or dogmatic propositions. It also suggests that a text is a closed unit of meaning, without the possibility of being influenced and/or contradicted or questioned by other texts. Traditional linguistics and stylistics treated words and discourses as if texts are self contained systems with no relation to anything else but their own closed context and linguistic world (Bakhtin [1981 (Bakhtin [ ]1987 . This means that traditional linguistics allows no room for disputation and questioning of its own theories and methods, which has the consequence that dialogue between different discourses is, in principle, not possible and therefore any communication is obstructed from the start. Unified and contained systems of thought have the tendency to be totalitarian in the sense that they exercise control over the way in which communities see the world and understand their everyday life. Powers that be in communities decide what truths are valid and what truths are not valid in order to establish and maintain the power structures conducive for keeping them in power.
Dialogic truth, on the other hand, 'requires a plurality of consciousnesses ... [that] in principle cannot be fitted within the bounds of a single consciousness' (Bakhtin 1984:81) . Whereas monological truth is constituted by abstract ideas, dialogical truth can be described as an open-ended dialogue by people who cannot be contained by defining them and who are 'unfinalizable'. In other words, for Bakhtin, dialogism indicates an:
open-ended, back-and-forth play between the text of the sender (subject), the text of the addressee (object), and the text of culture. In so doing he [Bakhtin] introduces a dynamic instability which is unallowable in formalisms and structuralisms. (Beal 1992:29) This 'dynamic instability' flows from the acknowledgement that discourse is a social phenomenon and that it forms part of a vast universe of textual worlds.
Words and discourses generate their meaning at particular historical moments and in socially specific environments, and:
cannot fail to brush up against thousands of living dialogic threads, woven by socio-ideological consciousness around the given object of an utterance; it cannot fail to become an active participant in social dialogue. (Bakhtin [1981 (Bakhtin [ ]1987 Texts are situated and embedded within history and society, which, in turn, become texts read by readers and writers. A 3.Bakhtin lived through the years of the Russian Revolution and then under the imperialistic rule of Stalin. He was arrested in 1929 due to alleged activities in the underground Russian Orthodox Church and sentenced to a Siberian labour camp. This sentence was changed to six years internal exile in Kazakhstan because of the intervention of influential friends. Bakhtin's cultural and historical background is important to help us understand why his conception of language is mainly social (Haberer 2007:57) .
reader becomes a writer and a writer, to be a writer, always has to remain a reader -of texts, of history, of society. Therefore, for Bakhtin, writing is a reading of preceding literary corpuses and texts are absorptions of and replies to other texts. Timothy Beal (2000) formulates this intricate interweaving of texts and intertextual allusions as follows:
Intertextuality is a theory that conceives of every text as a set of relations between texts, an intersection of texts that are themselves intersections of other texts, and so on. Every text is a locus of intersections, overlaps, and collisions between other texts. Every text is an intertext, that is, a between-text (inter, 'between'), a paradoxical locus of dislocation, without center and without boundaries. (Beal 2000:128) In terms of the focus of this article, this means that intertextual allusions in Judith 16 form part of already existing discourses and ideologies about the relationship between God and his people, which were known to readers and writers and which were used to construct a story meant to maintain and/or challenge existing discourses. These discourses include and exclude, they befriend and alienate, they are overlain with values and qualifications, and they are opened or closed to dispute. As such, these discourses are, as Bakhtin ([1981] 1987) states:
... from one side highlighted while from the other side dimmed by heteroglot social opinion, by an alien word about them. And into this complex play of light the word enters -it becomes saturated with this play, and must determine within it the boundaries of its own semantic and stylistic contours. (Bakhtin [1981 (Bakhtin [ ]1987 The intertextual allusions in Judith 16 enter the prism of the author's ideology as rays of light and what we have before us is a rainbow -a new text in the form of a colourful combination of existing ideologies and texts which has the potential to guide people in a new situation. To reflect further on this play of light, we now move on to a short description of Kristeva's theory on intertextuality.
Julia Kristeva
Kristeva 4 (1980:64−89) develops Bakhtin's ideas further and argues that literary structure does not simply exist, but is always generated in relation to another structure. This opens up a dynamic view on what texts are and how they function in societies. Words, discourses and texts are not static, fixed and closed entities, but form part of larger universes of dialogues which include at least three dimensions, namely the writer(s) (author[s]), the addressee(s) (listener[s], reader [s] ) and the 4.Kristeva arrived in Paris, France in the mid -1960s, superbly equipped to introduce the work of Bakhtin to Western intellectuals (Moi 1986:2) . She immediately became part of the so-called Tel Quel group, which was a centre of gravitation for almost all of the younger generation of structuralist and emerging post-structuralist theorists in France (Moi 1986:4 ). Kristeva's academic work from this period onwards has to be understood against the background of the political changes which took place in France, especially from the time of the revolt in May and June of 1968 (Moi 1986:5−9) . As with Bakhtin, Kristeva had a solid grounding in Marxist theory, which led her not only to develop a critical relationship with intellectuals in Western Europe, but also to maintain a critical stance against Maoism as it developed in China during that time. It was Kristeva's experience of a visit to China with other intellectuals which made her 're-evaluate her political positions and decide to settle for a more localized interest in the individual, thus in effect abandoning her previous interest in a more general, political engagement' (Moi 1986:6) . Eventually, this shift in intellectual interests led her to begin training as a psychoanalyst and move away from purely linguistic or semiotic work, which culminated in the publication of Revolution in poetic language. contemporary or earlier cultural context. Kristeva (1980) formulates this insight as follows:
What allows a dynamic dimension to structuralism is his [Bakhtin's] conception of the 'literary word' as an intersection of textual surfaces rather than a point (a fixed meaning), as a dialogue among several writings ... (Kristeva 1980:65) The dynamic of a text lies in the idea that it is an intersection of different texts and, because of that confluence of different texts, no text is really original, but rather a space where different voices meet. What makes the new text unique, though, is the way in which it relates to other texts, that is, the way in which it either agrees with other texts, or differs from them, and the way in which it enters into a dialogue with those texts. Kristeva (1980:66) utilises the metaphor of a mosaic to describe her interpretation of Bakhtin's insights. A mosaic presents an interplay of a wide variety of colour and different sizes and types of material. Although a mosaic is a historically specific display of someone's interpretation or creation of an idea, the mosaic itself is not a static, fixed point in time. It can be developed further. It is, itself, an intersection of different patterns and colours and styles which form part of the creator's repertoire. It takes over stylistic features from earlier and/or contemporary artists and masters. But it is always a new creation. It carries the signature, as it were, of the person who created it. It not only presents -it always consumes and incorporates, and at the same time it alters that which it borrows from into something else. In the same way, says Kristeva (1980:66) : '... any text is the absorption and transformation of another'. Creators of texts are in dialogue with other texts constantly, even if they are not consciously aware of it. They draw upon an array of information on the same theme or related themes, societal and cultural forces and discourses, prejudices, and personal experiences. This wide range of influences plays a significant role in shaping the way texts are created. Texts (or creators of texts) take up, consume, incorporate and absorb other texts and, at the same time, these intertextual threads are altered and remodelled into something else -into the text the author wants it to be. For Kristeva, meaning cannot be viewed as a finished product, but it is always in a process of production.
For Kristeva (1980), Bakhtin's notion that dialogue or dialogism is inherent in language itself is of great significance, because:
Bakhtinian dialogism identifies writing as both subjectivity and communication, or better as intertextuality. Confronted with this dialogism, the notion of a 'person-subject of writing' becomes blurred, yielding to that of 'ambivalence of writing'. (Kristeva 1980:68) 'Ambivalence' indicates the relation between society (culture or history) and texts and, for the writer, these two are one and the same. This has to do with what Bakhtin calls a translinguistic science (Kristeva 1980:69) , which facilitates the understanding of intertextual relationships. Through constant dialogue with preceding texts, 'new' texts perpetually challenge the past, which has the effect that definition or truth, or a hierarchical constellation of propositions, does not exist in this interaction. Although Kristeva (and Bakhtin) is reflecting on 'poetic language' (not identical with poetry), the same can be said about 'scientific' language. In a postmodern world, theories and methods are constantly challenged by new discourses and it is also realised that all these discourses are built upon subjective agendas and power relations. Interpretation is always a production of meaning from that surplus' (Beal 1992:31) . Reflection on what the production of texts entails, leads one to ponder the question: who or what controls the means of production? In this way, intertextuality opens to ideological criticism.
Ideological criticism
Ideological criticism is not the name for a method such as source criticism, or redaction criticism, but it is more a hermeneutical stance. This hermeneutical stance makes us sensitive to the fact that all of us are formed and informed by the cultures in which we live and the specific ideological lenses through which those cultures view reality. Ideologies function and are embraced or negated because the worldviews advocated by them ring true to their adherents. For example:
• For Christians who read the Bible in a fundamentalistic way, an ideology that accepts the literal existence of a devil or angels, or a hell, sounds true and is therefore accepted without thinking.
• White supremacists in South Africa have no problem seeing Black people as inferior. They sometimes label Black people using references from biblical texts, such as 'the children of Ham', which means that they are not part of God's chosen people.
• Capitalism, consumerism and a global market form part of a larger ideology that makes it acceptable to exploit natural resources and people.
• The French theorist, Louis Althusser ([1971] Althusser evaluates ideology and the role it plays in societies from a Marxist theoretical viewpoint as 'false consciousness' that allows both dominant and oppressed classes to perpetuate their uneven class relationships.
We understand who we are and what our place in the world is by means of the ideologies that we recognise and embrace, as well as those we discern and repudiate (Stratton 2000:122) . Ideologies relate to the culture of a society and to the sum of its prejudices and preconceptions by way of ideas, myths, images and concepts. Most of the time, ideology is transmitted on an unconscious level because it is usually taken for granted and considered as 'natural' (e.g. boys wear blue and girls wear pink).
Anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1964:63) describes ideologies in a more neutral sense than Althusser, as 'schematic images of social order', which means that our interpretation of reality is affected by the ideologies or modes of discourse that shape us. James Kavanagh (1990:310−311 ) also views ideology in a neutral sense as a 'system of representations' expressed in material practices. These practices help individuals to internalise an 'appropriate' picture of their social world and their place in it. Ideology thus becomes a 'natural' framework, an 'obvious reality' that people can accept as if it had not been socially constructed. This kind of thinking permeates the whole of the Judith narrative. We see it in Holofernes' imperialist ideology and in Judith's ideology that YHWH is on the side of the Jews when they are obedient to him.
Ideological criticism is employed by biblical scholars for a variety of reasons -see Stratton (2000:123) for more examples:
• to uncover and expose the social and political realities of the communities for which texts were originally written and the way in which it communicated with and influenced their original communities • to investigate and challenge dominant readings of texts using deconstructive criticism
• to define ideology in relation to the reader as practiced by feminist theologians, liberation theology and postcolonial interpreters.
When reflecting on the question of whether texts have ideologies, Stratton (2000) writes as follows:
This seems obvious, since authors are part of a particular society that shapes their worldviews. Authors likewise intend to shape readers by structuring poetic lines, portraying characters, using narratorial perspective and rhetoric strategies, and delivering arguments in ways that either support or challenge a community's governing ideologies. Some critics, such as Meir Sternberg (1985:37, 50) , come to the conclusion that the Bible has such a 'foolproof composition' that it inevitably succeeds in indoctrinating and therefore it is impossible to counter-read biblical passages. Other scholars, such as feminist researchers, differ from Sternberg's view and expose multiple ideologies in the Bible, many of which oppress particular groups of people, as well as certain texts which help to liberate them (see Ruether 1983) . In additional, a large number of scholars 5 argue that texts do not have ideologies, but people do. They argue the Bible has been (ab)used to fit and underpin as many ideologies as there are people reading the Bible.
Our viewpoint is that texts reflect the ideologies by which people live. We investigate Judith 16 from the hermeneutical stance that meaning is not fixed or static, but is continuously produced by the interaction amongst authors, texts and readers. Texts and their interpretations are shaped through a struggle between competing ideologies; there is no valueneutral interpretation or scholarship (Stratton 2000:126) . This hermeneutical stance corresponds with what we have argued above on intertextuality and it confirms the validity of an intertextual reading of a text such as Judith 16. Our endeavour is to show that intertextual allusions in Judith 16 serve the purpose to strengthen the so-called Deuteronomistic theology (ideology), as well as forwarding an ideology of war by picturing YHWH as a God of war. However, the space for an article such as this does not allow a discussion of all the intertextual allusions in Judith 16, therefore only two cases will be discussed, namely Judith 16:3, 15, 17 and Judith 16:5, 12c−13a. The reason for selecting these passages will become clear in the following description.
Intertextual allusions in Judith 16
Judith 16 and Psalm 46 (Psalm 45 in the Septuagint) 6 The intertextual links between Judith 16 and Psalm 46 do not lie in verbatim quotations by the author of Judith from Psalm 46, as much as it can be traced in allusions or hints which are represented by expressions corresponding with one another. These expressions consist of, (1) natural phenomena related 5.See Stratton (2000:124−126 ) for a short discussion and bibliography on this issue.
6.The English translation used is the New International Version text as it is contained
in The NIV Serendipity Bible for study groups (1989, 2nd edn.).
with the appearance and intervention of God and (2) battles being broken by God:
3 suntri o3 ti Qeo\ j / bwn pole/ mouj Ku/ rioj, o3 ti ei0 j parembola\ j au0 tou~ e) n me/ sw| laou~ e) cei/ lato/ me e/ k xeiro\ j twñ katadiwko/ ntwn me.
15
! Orh ga\ r e0 k qemeli/ wn su\ n u# dasi saleuqh/ setai, pe/ trai de\ a) po_ _ prosw/ pou sou w( j khro\ j takh/ sontai, e) pi\ de\ toij foboume/ noij au) toij. 17 Ou) ai\ e! qvesin e) panistame/ noij tw| ge/ nei mou: Ku/ rioj pantokra/ twr e) kdikh/ sei au) touj e) n h( mera| kri/ sewj, douñai pur kai\ skw& lhkaj ei) j sa/ rkaj au) twñ, kai\ klau/ sontai e) n ai) sqh/ sei e# wj ai) wñoj.
3 For God breaketh the battles: for among the camps in the midst of the people he hath delivered me out of the hands of them that persecuted me. 15 For the mountains shall be moved from their foundations with the waters, the rocks shall melt as wax at thy presence: yet thou art merciful to them that fear thee. 17 Woe to the nations that rise up against my kindred! the Lord Almighty will take vengeance of them in the day of judgment, in putting fire and worms in their flesh; and they shall fell them and weep for ever. (Jdt 16:3, 15, 17) 2 Dia\ touto ou) fobhqhso/ meqa e) n tw| para/ ssesqai th\ n ghñ, kai\ metati/ qesqai o! rh e) n kardi/ aij qalasswñ. 3 1 Hxhsan kai\ e) tara/ xqhsan ta\ u# data au) twñ, e) tara/ xqhsan ta\ o! rh e) n th| krataio/ thti au) tou: 6 0 Etara/ xqhsan e! qnh, e! klinan basileiãi, e! dwke fwnh\ n au) tou, e) saleu/ qh h( gh. 8 Deute kai\ i1 dete ta\ e1 rga tou~ Kuri/ ou, a$ e1 qeto te/ rata e) pi\ thj ghj: 9 a) ntanairwñ pole) mouj me/ xri twñ pera/ twn thj ghj, to/ con suntri/ yei, kai\ qugkla/ sei o# plon, kai\ qureou\ j katakau/ sei e) n puri/ .
2 Therefore we will not fear when the earth is troubled, and the mountains are removed into the depths of the seas. 3 Their waters have roared and been troubled, the mountains have been troubled by his might. 6 The nations were troubled, the kingdoms tottered: he uttered his voice, the earth shook. 8 Come and behold the works of the Lord, what wonders he has achieved on the earth. 9 Putting an end to wars as for the ends of the earth; he will crush the bow, and break in pieces the weapon, and burn the bucklers with fire. 6, (8) (9) Let us first consider the overall tone of the two passages. The disposition in Judith 16 is quite different from that in Psalm 46. Judith's song of praise is permeated by a spirit of vengeance against the enemies of Israel, whereas Psalm 46 speaks of peace amongst nations. God delivers Judith out of the hands of the Assyrians, after she murdered Holofernes, and God gives the soldiers of Israel strength to destroy the Assyrian army. No mention of war between nations is made in Psalm 46.
Both passages refer to God's act of 'breaking the battles' or 'ending wars' (Jdt 16:3; Ps 46:9). However, there is a large difference in underlying ideologies. Judith 16 is adamant about the conviction that God is on the side of the Israelites. The words in Judith 16:3, 'For God breaketh the battles', pertain to Judith being rescued from the Assyrian camp and Israel destroying their enemies. It does not cross the traditional boundaries between Israel and their enemies. God does not break battles to bring peace between nations and no reference to peace between Israel and Assyria can be found in Judith 16. Nations have to fear God when God appears, because God will destroy them. After using an expression which reminds one of Psalm 46:2−3, 6, Judith 16:15c−17 states that there exists a clear boundary between YHWH's people and other nations. The latter are the nations who make war against Israel, in this instance Assyria, and they will be ousted to the kingdom of death where YHWH will put 'fire and worms in their flesh; and they shall feel them, and weep for ever'. In other words, Israel does not have to be afraid of God, but their enemies will be struck by God's wrath. We find no picture here of a God who is the God of mercy to all, but only to Israel. This is quite the contrary to what we find, for example, in Isaiah 8:1−8 where God is said to use the Assyrians as his instrument to God's own people, as well as in Jeremiah 27, where God puts his people as slaves into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar. We find a picture of an exclusive nation with an exclusive God in Judith 16. Verse 12 even says that Israel's enemies 'perished by the battle of my Lord'. God is depicted as a God who makes war and who is merciful only to those who fear him and not to all the nations.
In Psalm 46:8-9 the nations are summoned to witness God's deeds. We are confronted with a picture that inspires awe and fear in people, because verse 6 states that the earth melts away when God appears and speaks. The first hearers and readers of the Psalm would be inclined to ask themselves: 'What are these works of God? Is it the destruction of our enemies? Are we at last going to be free of the Assyrians and the Babylonians forever? Will we live to see how God crushes our enemies?' Then, the unexpected answer: 'No, on the contrary, God makes an end to all wars'. Instead of destruction of the nations, a peaceful solution is proposed. God's deeds are not to destroy Israel's enemies through war and the atrocities associated with war, but by making peace between nations and by destroying weapons of war. W.S. Prinsloo (1984:78) shows that the exhortation in verse 10a, namely, 'Be still, and know that I am God', has to be read in combination with the foregoing description of God's great deeds in verse 9. Therefore, to be silent before God, in this instance, is to acknowledge that God does not destroy nations or incite war between Israel and her enemies, but follows a path of peace. The Holy War tradition is used in verse 10 to picture YHWH as warrior, but we find a significant difference with the conventional idea of YHWH who destroys Israel's enemies. Here, YHWH does not destroy people, but crushes instruments of destruction, the symbols of power. God is depicted as the God of all nations, not only of Israel. Psalm 46 paints a picture of inclusiveness and universal peace over and against the picture of exclusive hatred and war in Judith 16.
The aforementioned analysis illustrates how themes that are found in a context of peace in Psalm 46 are introduced into a new context in Judith 16 -to write a story in which 'every detail ... was designed to serve a literary and theological purpose' (Moore 1985:78, [author's own emphasis] Ei} pen e) mprh/ sein ta\ o4 ria/ mou, kai\ tou\ j neani/ skouj mou a) neleiñ e) n r( omfai/ a| , kai\ ta\ qhla/ zonta/ mou qh/ sein ei) j e! dafoj, kai\ ta\ nh/ pia/ mou dw& sein ei) j pronomh\ n, kai\ ta_ j parqe& nouj mou skuleusai. 12c a) pw& lonto e) k parata& cewj Kuri/ ou mou. 13a ( Umnh/ sw tw| Qew| mou u$ mnon kaino/ n. 5 He ['Assur'] bragged that he would burn up my borders, and kill my young men with the sword, and dash the sucking children against the ground, and make mine infants as a prey, and my virgins as a spoil. 12c ... they perished by the battle of my Lord. 13a I will sing unto my God a new song ... (Jdt 16: 5, 4 Pwj a1 | swmen th\ n w) | dh\ n Kuri/ ou e) pi\ ghj a) llotri/ aj; 8 Quga/ thr Babulwñoj h( talai/ pwroj, maka/ rioj o$ j a) ntapodw/ sei soi to\ a) ntapodoma/ sou, o4 a) ntape/ dwkaj h( miñ. 9 Maka/ rioj o4 j krath/ sei kai\ e) fadiei~ ta\ nh/ pia/ sou pro/ j th\ n pe/ tran.
4 How should we sing the Lord's song in a strange land? 8 Wretched daughter of Babylon! Blessed shall he be who shall reward thee as thou hast rewarded us.
9 Blessed shall he be who shall seize and dash thine infants against the rock. Judith is able to sing a new song of praise because God humiliated the enemy, for what we have in Judith is not only a war between nations, but also a war of gods. The fundamental question is who is God -Nebuchadnezzar or YHWH (Jdt 6:2)? This view is intertextually and ideologically connected to the mythology of the ancient world, in which strife and war between gods was a common occurrence. Judith's new song of praise to God is grounded by the ideological conviction that the war against the Assyrians actually was 'the battle of my Lord ' (v. 12) . When Carey Moore (1985) discusses the possibility that Judith's song may be modelled on an old synagogal psalm, he makes the following statement which is significant for our argument:
... why would the storyteller have even considered adopting and adapting such a psalm in the first place? The most obvious answer is that the synagogal hymn was already patterned after the Song of the Sea (Exodus 15), a hymn which was not only the song of triumph par excellence but which also had a motif especially appropriate to the Judith-story, namely, the hand of the Lord. (Moore 1985:256) It is Carey's reference to 'the hand of the Lord' which is of significance here. Exodus 15 is a song by Moses and Israel to praise God after God has destroyed the Egyptian army by drowning them in the sea. Although we do not argue for or against the intertextual link between Judith 16 and Exodus 15, what is important here is that the motif of God destroying other people is part of the larger Judaic collective memory and it is not difficult for authors of books such as Judith to make statements like these.
7.The English translation used is the New International Version text as it is contained
in The NIV Serendipity Bible for study groups (1989, 2nd edn.). 
Ideology of war in Judith 16
8 Esler (2001:99−100) sees in Judith 'a profound message concerning how the God of the ancient Israelites dealt with his people' and that this God 'exalts the lowly and crushes the arrogant who oppress them'. It may be too simplistic to reduce any literary work to a single theme, but it cannot be denied that the reversal of weak and strong, and male and female, pervades the narrative in Judith. However, an important theme which is not discussed in any of the studies we had at our disposal is the issue of the ideological grounding for crushing the Assyrians.
We believe that God is pictured in Judith as a God of war. The ideology of war in Israel goes back to the stories of the Exodus and the invasion of the so-called Promised Land.
The implications of any story depend a great deal on how we construe the shape of the story. The story of the conquest of the Promised Land served the propagandistic purposes of King Josiah, or of later Deuteronomistic editors. Some scholars say that neither Deuteronomy nor Joshua was intended to incite violence against ethnic outsiders, but rather that they were directed against 'insiders who pose a threat to the hierarchy being asserted' (Rowlett 1996:12−13) . But this does not relieve the moral problem presented by the story. In the words of James Barr (1993:209) , 'the problem is not whether the narratives are fact or fiction, the problem is that, whether fact or fiction, the ritual destruction is commended'. The texts authorise one group of people to take the land and slaughter the inhabitants in virtue of a divine command.
The same can be said of the Judith narrative. It is not strange to hear Judith sing a new song about the battle of her Lord. The ideology of a God making war on Israel's behalf and destroying Israel's enemies has been part of Israel's collective memory for many centuries. The claim of divine authorisation for utterly destroying their enemies was not an extraordinary one to make for Israel and for the author of Judith. The problem is that claims such as these dovetail too neatly with the interests of one group, in this instance Israel. Nickelsburg (2005:101) makes the observation that Judith 'is a strongly nationalistic text that celebrates God's victories over the Syrians'. Judith 16 is none other than a divine legitimising of destroying people and this is troublesome.
Findings
We investigated Judith 16 from the hermeneutical stance that:
• Meaning is not fixed or static, but is continuously produced by the interaction amongst authors, texts and readers.
• Texts and their interpretations are shaped through a struggle between competing and/or parallel ideologies.
• There is no value-neutral interpretation or scholarship.
By drawing on the pioneering work of Bakhtin and Kristeva, we have shown that theories on texts and intertextuality are valuable when reading ancient texts such as Judith. The value of these theories lies, inter alia, in an awareness of the fact that authors and readers are constantly formed and influenced by a wide variety of texts and that these influences crystallise in their writing and reading. Furthermore, it has also been shown that existing texts and ideological themes in Israel influenced the construction of Judith 16 (see also Moore 1985:243−257 ).
In addition, we showed that the utilisation of theories on ideology and ideological criticism contributes to responsible readings of ancient and influential religious texts such as Judith. The ideology of war underlying Judith's prayer in Judith 16 has been illustrated in the discussion on intertextual allusions with Psalms 46 and 137. It has been shown that certain elements in the two psalms have been used in a new context to justify and maintain the already existent ideology that YHWH makes war against Israel's enemies. This ideology is, inter alia, reflected in Judith's joyful exclamation that the enemy 'perished by the battle of my Lord ' (v. 12) . Finally, it has been shown that the intertextual artistry of the author maintains the existing ideology of war.
Although it is true that what we perceive as atrocities of war were accepted war practices in ancient times, it is impossible for our generation of readers to ignore problematic issues deriving from reading texts such as Judith 16. One has to consider the implications of our reading strategies. Scholars such as Nickelsburg (2005:101) , DeSilva (2002:95) and Craven (1993 Craven ( :1460 argue that the function of the book is 'didactic fiction '. DeSilva (2002) even states that the author of the story wants to: present his audience with a model of the kind of piety that can achieve great things for God and God's people. Judith's triumph and the honor that her people heap upon her will rouse emulation in the hearts of the readers, with the result that their own commitment to such piety will be confirmed and energized. (DeSilva 2002:95) LeAnn Snow Flesher (2007) agrees with this kind of interpretation and says that:
As such, the story lends itself to more than one historical context and could easily have been reinterpreted and repeatedly pressed into service as a message of hope for more than one tyrannical attack of the Jews by postexilic Hellenistic leaders. (Flesher 2007:85) Comments such as these illustrate that the story has the potential of being used as a motivation to keep hatred and revenge between nations alive.
Thus, we have shown that we cannot only read Judith as fine literary artistry, or didactic material, or even as an entertaining story. It has to be read against an Old Testament ideology of war, because that ideology was transmitted from generation to generation and considered as 'natural'. We also have to consider the question of what value and meaning we give to texts such as Judith.
